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The Great Wall… A world-wide dimension
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The Great Wall is the only human construction that can be
appreciated from the space, to speak of its thousands of kilo-
meters and million gray bricks are a topic too common to cen-
ter the attention. Like Monument of the UNESCO and
Patrimony of the Humanity, that blackish stone serpent and
imposing presence constitutes, perhaps, the most impossible
challenge that I can imagine to be raised. Forgetting the offi-
cial permissions and complications, the aesthetic and plastic
obligation to paint and to animate visually a tiny space portion
of the Wall went beyond any predetermined concept. Loving
the strange formats, dreamer of the inusual structures in pic-
tures and sculptures a surface of 176 meters in length by 8 of
high will complicated all plastic assumption.

About 1028 square meters were the calculation of the first
estimations, more than thousand square meters was more of
the double of the Cuadrocubo… 

The sum of the three previous projects… The sum of the made
thing in a space of 10 years…

An incredible and enthusiastic project.

A next and concrete dream.

 



The PLASTIC INTERACTION is how a picture with its surroundings interacts, studying the

relation of this one with the space that surrounds it. When the frame of the picture is a so

important and gigantic element as the Great Wall the picture needs to have dimensions able

to compete with its surroundings. 

The idea of the PLASTIC INTERACTION resides in sending an image, a picture to the public,

who this one does not have to enter within a room or museum to contact with the Art. It is

thought for the great mass of public, it does not stop an special or cultural class; it is for the

benefit of the people, for which they do not have access to those Museums or Galleries of

Art. A picture of 1000 m2 is a message to all that takes a walk during those days by the Great

Wall. A message to the world and a new exhibition challenge. 

4 A part of the sketch in watercolor of the 1000 picture m2

I N N E R . . .  . . . E X T E R N A L    1 0 0 0  m 2
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The power to send an image to the public and who this benefit of a new way to see a so well-known

and traditional monument, offers a significant opening in the perception plastic of the Great Wall. It

invites to a different stroll, a unique experience and a constant commitment with the surroundings

that surround the picture. Many of the messages and calls that the picture tries to transmit are sub-

ject to the concept of OPENING and CLOSING that evokes

the Great Chinese Wall. Thus, all the subjects, figures and

sculptures painted in the picture are the fruit of a call to he

main concept… To the same idea. 

With the accomplishment of this immense picture in June of

2007, a stage of intense union between the message and the

place will have been culminated where this one must expose. 

That nonexistent union in so many artists and that in me it

constitutes a base to construct all the plastic structure. It has

been the main axis of the PLASTIC INTERACTION: to be able

to fuse picture and surroundings, to make the exhibition the

own picture, to create a new field of vision in the own com-

position of the Installation, to go beyond the support and to

be able to fuse painting and landscape.

I never have painted landscapes… but I recognize that I like to include them in the pictures. 

Dibujo de figura para el cuadro “Interior.. ...Externo”
nº 1, tinta china sobre papel, 2005
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1. - First, the vision from the top of the wall —even from near

hills— of a bottom of colors with geometric forms that break the

continuity of gray

bricks.

The resistance bet-

ween the Great Wall

and the pure color of

the picture will be

enriching as much

for the visitors as for

the landscape. 

With dimensions that

go much more there

of the simple painted

surface, the picture is opened to the world, to

mountains… is based with the Nature. 

2. - The Second, power to approach from down and

discovering figures and ideas in pictures of “more

understandable” proportions for the human eye.

Figures and compositions that des-

cribe and illustrate the title and its

message.

Painted sculptures. Because the

two and three dimensions are

based on unique plastic project.

Like the three dimensions of the

Wall the picture competes —with

its two dimensions— and harmoni-

zing the volume closed of this one. 

Figures that become happening of

an inner state to an external form,

of an intimate concept to a exhibi-

tion other peoples… of a compre-

hensible state to a creative deve-

lopment. 

THE LEVELS OF PERCEPTION OF THE PICTURE
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3. - Third, to be able to observe the pictures trimmed in a room of exhibitions of one more conven-

tional form. 

Each “piece” of the picture will accompany a photography with the Great Wall where that picture is

seen. Each final picture is the result of a detailed calculation between the dimensions as it divides

to member of the global picture and the size of the trimmed work. The composition of the figures

and the bottom turns out crucial to delimit the edges of the pictures, the balance between the par-

tisan of a cut and it is present at of a complete picture is fundamental so that each composition has

the necessary coherence and the plastic beauty of all great work. 

Photographic assembly of the sketch in watercolor and the Great Wall in its interior.

The four pictures “Inner… … External” so and as they will be framed once and outside the original installation.

Frontal Vista photographic assembly of the sketch
in watercolor and the Great Wall in its interior.

T h e  p i c t u r e  h a s  b e e n  c r e a t e d  f o r

t h e  G r e a t  Wa l l ,  a n d  t h e r e  w h e r e

t h e  p i c t u r e s  a r e  e x p o s e d  t h e

G r e a t  Wa l l  w i l l  b e  e x p o s e d  t o  t h e

p u b l i c  u n d e r  a  n e w  v i s i o n .  A n d

b e c a u s e  o f  t h e  I n t e r n a t i o n a l

d i m e n s i o n  o f  t h e  P r o j e c t ,  i t  i s

e a s y  t o  i m a g i n e  t h a t  m a n y  e x h i -

b i t i o n s  a r i s e  i n  a n y  p a r t  f r o m  t h e

w o r l d  s h o w i n g  t h e  G r e a t  W a l l

w h e r e  t h e  p i c t u r e s  a r e  e x p o s e d .
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THE TITLE… THE IDEA

The title INNER… … EXTERNAL it speaks to us of the own relation of the Great Wall: Passage from

a site to another one, interchange of cultures with the control of the traffic of individuals…

Communication between two countries, two cultures. 

INNER… Because it is within the Great Wall, in a closed enclosure, surrounded and cyclical. It is

necessary to cross the heavy walls of the Great Wall to accede to the picture, we are outside and

we entered within a world of forms and colors of 1000 m2.

INNER… Because it represents an internal vision of the idea of Communication, because we must

be inside to see the amplitude of the work… Because there is to watch from within himself to dis-

cover the work. 

EXTERNAL… Because it is outdoors, outside, under the sky, like the Great Wall… Like the own

Nature. 

EXTERNAL… Because it offers a new vision of one of monuments more emblematic of China and the

Human being. The outside of the Great Wall changes, its facade is modified under the vision of a

Western Contemporary artist. By a brief moment of their history their walls become full from color,

are opened to the outside, to the world that will contemplate them again…

Three drawings of the development of the figure, elements nail in the development of the
idea of the four pictures of 2,5 m of side that form the soul of all the work.
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Basing in the principles that the Title reveals to us, I transform the  concept INNER… … EXTERNAL

in several plastic subjects applicable to the picture. In other words, thus it is as I transform the con-

cepts of the ideas into plastic concretions of form, color and volume.

Given the importance of these parts of the work we will see each one of them yet details in the follo-

wing pages.

1. THE FOUR MAIN PICTURES of 2,5 m of side. To feel the evolution of the sculpture is like disco-

vering the last process where the Figuration is based with Geometry. In these 4 pictures, a figurati-

ve sculpture is transformed into an abstract sculpture, personages to his around change of attitude

and representation system as opposed to to the transformation as well. In them painting and sculp-

ture megre, principle and end of an

idea by which I take a walk to me

from my beginnings… There by the

Eighties.

This Transfiguración of the Sculpture

is like a birth, like a new inner that

arises to the outside. The easy

understanding of the figurative

representation reveals appearing

again of the abstraction. It is like a

lesson for the public, so that they

include/understand both sides of the

plastic representation… That abs-

tract Interior… That figurative outsi-

de.

Felt sculpture, analyzed sculpture…

Transformed sculpture. The passage

of a figure of figurative representa-

tion to another one of clear geome-

tric concept, is the synthesis of the

work; the four pictures form one sin-

gle one, a single image: a single

message.

2. THE FIGURE AND ITS SCULP-

TURE: throughout all the base of the

work (176 ms) figures emphasize

under the idea of the outside and the

inside, thematic games between

geometry and the perspective, the

Human interior and its external

vision, between which we unders-
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THE DIFFERENT PARTS OF THE PICTURE

Drawing in graphite pencil of the sculpture of the picture nº 1



tand on the inside and outside… Dozens

of plastic groups where this dualidad will

be reflected of diverse ways.

3. THE CENTERS: in those central points

of the Great Wall where the most impor-

tant axis of the composition resides, it is

where compositions stand out of the rest

with the structuring of two opposed figu-

res, reflected, common but as well impe-

netrable… It is the impossible shock bet-

ween the Inside and the Outside. What it

also seems a confrontation can be con-

nects, union and understanding. All these

compositions are in center of the walls

with a treatment different from the rest of

forms: leaving a black bottom they arise

towards the light surrounded by pure and

shining colors.

4. THE SCULPTURES: forming a new ele-

ment —outside to the Great Wall  but con-

nected with this through its Inner title

Inner… … External— the sculptures will

be painted in the picture and of three

meters in the patio that surrounds the pic-

ture. In addition within the painted sculp-

tures, we will see development of figurati-

ve and the abstract ones, that passage of

the figurative outside to the Abstract

inner.

5. THE EDGES are the last point of color

explosion, from the end of the picture the

union of this one with the Great Wall and

its landscape is direct and powerful. The

picture is opened in forms that they want

to go out to the Outside. From within the

picture leaves… From the Internal to the

Outside… INNER… …EXTERNAL.

6. OTHER MANY REPRESENTATIONS,

drawings and texts will even be appearing

by the sea of forms and colors that the low

ones of the picture offer to the public. As

will be painted the ideas they will be sha-

ped to accommodation ladder, thing that

now is impossible in a small sketch 1000

times smaller than the final picture.

Chinese ink drawing of one of the figures of the picture nº 4
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Each picture with a surface of 2,5 by 2,5

meters of side will be located in center

of the three straight main walls of the

Great Wall. The location is not at ran-

dom, being the pillars of the idea and

what structures the sense of the work its

presence is located in the centers of the

walls.

Five Chinese ink sketches of the figures and sculptures of the picture nº 1.

T h e  p i c t u r e  n º  1 :

T H E  B I R T H  O F  T H E  F I G U R E

1.  LOS CUATRO CUADROS PRINCIPALES
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In center of the picture the figurative sculpture dominates

in beauty and carries the world that surrounds it. The

sculpture, painted as if be in marble, it emphasizes by his

light and it contrasts with the bottom from which it emer-

ges.

The three figures that surround it appear absent, languid

and other people's to the classic beauty that dominates

them. Unconnected and independent they do not feel the

sculpture neither is let take by her, does not attract to

them nor interests to them. The bottom is shaken and the

aggressiveness of the forms and the colors seem not to fit

with which —watching towards above— it feels safe of his

streamlined beauty.

The anatomy is the queen of the figure, the precision of

the anatomical structure is of extreme importance in this

picture.
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2 Chinese ink sketches of the figures and sculptures of the picture nº 2

Four views of the sculpture “of the picture nº 2

The sculpture is the fundamental element of the work, going beyond the

representation of itself in the picture, its three-dimensional form could be

present in the installation. Here we can see the definitive sculpture from four

different points of view.

The importance of relating the two or three dimensions in painting and

sculpture is shaped once again in this installation.

T h e  p i c t u r e  n º  2 :  

T H E  T R A N S F O R M A T I O N  O F  T H E  F I G U R E
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The central sculpture becomes, changes entering in

the world of the suggestive things, the individual, and

the  unique. The woman body becomes smooth cur-

ved lines, in delicate resistances of planes and round

bulks.

The figures that surround it seem to wake up, to show

interest by the change. Leaving the lethargy, a hand

tries to approach while the other figure retains it. The

fight between the Figuration and the Abstraction has

begun.

In a corner the doubt takes form from independent

way and solitary, fleeing and approaching, the change

is questioned.
Modeling “Women” 2.5 ms of height. Valencia 1998
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T h e  p i c t u r e  n º  3 :

T H E  A B A N D O N M E N T  O F  T H E  F I G U R E

2 Chinese ink sketches of the figures and sculptures of the picture nº 3
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The feminine essence of the other sculptures it’s stumps in a global concept of Sculpture, the volu-

mes become indifferent and other people's to the concept from man or woman.

The figures return to be witnesses of the change and with his tensions and desires they evoke the

development of the idea and the pictures.

The absent figure still moves away more of the set, rejects directly the concept of the change, but

without being conscious of its own geometric forms, its drawing are disturbed and the anatomy —

that same anatomy to which it clings— escapes to him in its own representation.

 



T h e  p i c t u r e  n º  4 :

T H E  I N T E R N A L R E B O R N

3 Chinese red sketches of the figures and sculptures of the picture nº 4
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Finally the geometrización prevails in the round bulk, the sculpture becomes a sensible

oblong-cube, a volume of pure lines and suggestive hollows.

The figures become. The one that always there is been absent it’s twine on itself being

disturbed his form still more, the masculine figure is arrived imitating the sculpture, is

based on a column with incipientes anatomical elements. Finally, the one that wished to

touch the geometrización of each sculpture undoes being fused with the bottom, cons-

cious of its achievement is let take by the logical way of the creativity.
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The relation between a figure and its sculpture is like the existing invisible nexus between soul and

body, between desire and love… between illusion and reality.

All sculpture is born of a figure idea. Fallen down or hieratic, in pairs, groups or individual, all have

become —from which my creative memory becomes— aware in a geometric excuse of the inherent

anatomy of all human body. Far from understanding the geometric way as abstraction is, on the

contrary, more concretion: a body takes shape, simply is drawn of another form.

By all it in this immense picture in surface and concepts, the idea that a sculpture has its figure, on

the feet, on her, like support, as it excuses or like adoration, was necessary and inevitable. In gene-

ral the figure appears laid down, reclined… left. And it is that the triumph of the sculpture is to exce-

ed the figurative value of the concept of Human Figure, to structure it of different form, to project it

with sharp planes, to unite it with harmonic and smooth curves, everything to flee from its more tra-

ditional representation.

The idea and the concept of the

message that I want to send (the

Sculpture) are much more impor-

tant that the understandable and

accessible figure that all we

appreciated from the first look.

And for that reason the sculpture

stays rigid and powerful before a

decayed, submissive and sad figu-

re.

2 .  L A F I G U R A Y L A E S C U LT U R A

Four pictures, Ioil on wood, 75 x 75 cm, sketches of definitive pictures of the Great Wall
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Like the lover who intuits an immediate abandonment, as that implacable destiny that us invisible

blossoming… therefore feels like the figure. Connoisseur of the rupture with the easy of the sculp-

ture —safe of himself— it sends a challenge to the horizon, wants to be monumental, it wants to

rival with the landscape, to be contemplated in a center of a square. She does not know the limits

the interpretation or the limits of fashions and markets. She wishes to exist and to leave the ballast

of a figuration that sinks it in a too typical abyss in the representation of the Human Figure.

Still I see myself fighting, with about fifteen years,

to obtain that level of realism in the reproduction

drawing. Those so perfect and subtle drawings

that they make big a simple ego in the copy of the

reality. Today twenty-five years later I remember

that desire to copy with fidelity and I analyze the

concept between which we wished to represent

and what it really is interesting and innovating

within the artistic communication.

The relation between the Sculpture and its Figure

is the summary of a lack of unity, of an adult state

in the representation.

The sculpture are rising watching the future. The

figure decays impossible to reach it.



3 .  L O S  C E N T R O S

The

Center of all

work is a crucial point

of the format. When the pic-

ture has 176 meters in length

conncepto of “Center” disappe-

ars for obvious reasons.

In this case which happens is that it will be

multiplied, since an only Center does not exist, I create multitude of them so that the

public can take a walk by the work and discover plastic Compositios-Centers within the

marks that the Great Wall allows me. Those “Frames” even come defined by the architec-

ture from the own Great Wall and by the union of this one, from the landscape and the work.

In these centers of alive and primary colors groups of figures and simplified faces intercross with

forms of perspective (elements “Inside/Outside) like doors and corridors, a picture concept beco-

mes blurred so that it marks a datum point in the immense wall of the Great Wall. 

Geometry lasts and sharp from the Great Wall, their gray walls of thousand and

thousands bricks become turn, loses the gravitational balance to became a

composition game. Some of the elements and constructions of the Great

Wall could be partially represented here next to figures and elements of

faces and perspective, will be like a door between the reality

of the surroundings that frame the picture and my own repre-

sentation of the same one.

The Centers will be like a union window, like a hollow where to

connect cultures and distance.

The pictures that will arise will

approximately have measures

of two by two meters of

side.


